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Additional support post-webinar:

• Dedicated Mapping Support Team

• HERE to Help Fridays

Welcome to today’s webinar

How can I ask a question?

• Chat feature can be used to type 
questions

Can I view this presentation after the 
session?

• Yes, the webinar is being recorded

• The recording and slides will be available 
after the presentation 



li

We’re the world's leading location data and 
technology platform.*

*According to Omdia, Counterpoint Research and Strategy Analytics, 2022-23

We provide data and software that helps our customers and partners build 
better solutions, better services and a better future. 

The HERE platform is a location toolkit with which you can upgrade everything 
from urban mobility and driver safety to resilient logistics and sustainable 
operations. 
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https://www.here.com/company/press-releases/en/here-location-platform-ranked-1-industry-analysts-omdia
https://www.here.com/company/press-releases/en/counterpoint-research-ranks-here-as-top-location-data-and-technology
https://www.here.com/company/press-releases/en/strategy-analytics-ranks-here-no-1-for-location-data-and-services




years of experience in map-making 
and location technology

enterprise customers – from automakers 
and tech leaders to global logistics and 
telecoms brands

API calls per month

vehicles supplying real-time probe 
and sensor data

customer access to map content; update 
visibility for all data products within 24 
hours via UniMap

direct developers

A platform operating at scale
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Retail

Business & IT Services

Automotive

Telecommunications

Industrial

Tech

Transportation & Logistics

Public Sector

Mobility

Fleet Management

Connected Driving

Infrastructure

Automated Driving

Supply Chain

Our platform 
addresses 
major market 
challenges across 
several industries
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Build better fleet
solutions with HERE.
Every fleet wants to be more efficient 
and sustainable – from the first to the 
last mile. The HERE platform underpins 
the software they rely on to improve 
planning, customer satisfaction, driver 
safety and environmental footprint.
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Tour 
planning 

Route 
optimization

Last mile 
efficiency

Driver &
customer apps



Build better supply chain 
solutions with HERE.
Leverage the HERE platform to give 
customers unprecedented visibility of 
shipments and assets – to keep yards, 
warehouses and goods moving 
efficiently.

Shipment
visibility

Warehouse & yard 
management

Asset 
tracking
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Build better driver 
experiences with HERE.
The HERE platform helps OEMs 
develop the digital cockpits that 
customers want and expect – creating 
more differentiation in the era of the 
electric, software-defined vehicle.

Connected vehicle 
navigation

Connected vehicle 
services

Electric vehicle 
services
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Build better automated 
systems with HERE.
The world’s leading OEMs use the 
HERE platform to upgrade their ADAS 
and automated driving systems. Our 
enterprise-grade map data 
compliments vehicle sensors, 
assisting drivers and improving safety.

Advanced Driver 
Assistance Systems 

(ADAS)

Highly Automated 
Driving (HAD)

Road safety & 
awareness
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About our platform 



Build better with all the 
enterprise-grade map 
data, software tools and 
control you need in one 
flexible location 
platform.
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Moving towards a future of data and service enhancement and 
customization with BYOD and BYOS

Add value to raw datasets 
to meet business 

imperatives

Bring Your 
Own Data

Change service parameters 
and behavior that allow you 
to stay competitive

Customize Your 
Services

HERE SDK
© 2023 HERE

New POIs Road geometry Road attributes Rich content
New roads for 

Routing
Custom search 

rankings
Custom map 

rendering
Custom service

3 2 1
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HERE portfolio 
architecture

© 2023 HERE | Confidential*Certain HERE location services can also be self-hosted by customers and partners 
on their own servers or cloud environment

Software

Platform Foundation

Professional Services & Technical Support

Content

Applications

Spatial data
HERE Probe Data
HERE Lidar Data

Static content
HERE Maps
HERE Map Layers
HERE HD Live Map
HERE ISA Map
HERE ADAS Map
HERE Navigation Map
HERE Indoor Map

Automotive
HERE Navigation
HERE Automated Driving Zones

Logistics
HERE Asset Tracking
HERE Last Mile

Consumer
HERE WeGo

Location services*
HERE Routing
HERE Tour Planning
HERE Geocoding & Search
HERE Map Rendering
HERE Transit
HERE Positioning

Dynamic content 
HERE Destination 
Weather
HERE Map Attributes
HERE Safety Cameras
HERE Traffic
HERE Parking
HERE EV Charge Points
HERE Fuel Prices
HERE Road Alerts

Development enablers
HERE SDK
HERE Live Sense SDK
HERE Data SDK for C++, 
Python, TypeScript

Static content
HERE Areas & Boundaries
HERE Buildings & Structures
HERE Imagery & Topography
HERE Guidance & Routing
HERE Places & Points
HERE Road Infrastructure & Usage
HERE Road Rules & Regulations
HERE Spatial Relationships
HERE Lanes 

HERE Workspace

HERE Marketplace

HERE Anonymizer
HERE Consent Manager
HERE Map Making
HERE Style Editor
HERE Workflow Editor

HERE data and services
Third-party data and 
services

Platform
Experience



Built with privacy in mind
We go beyond mere regulatory compliance and make privacy an 
integral part of our corporate culture

HERE Privacy 
Charter

Control

Up-to-date Encryption

Security 

We put you in control of 
your data

We’re developing privacy-
enhancing technologies for the 
future

We apply data minimization and 
pseudonymization

We keep your data safe
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Looking to 
the future
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A new era 
of mapmaking

© 2023 HERE | Confidential

Introducing UniMap

2023 Shrinks detection-to-the-map time to 
hours, minutes or seconds

Customers can combine datasets and 
create new products in hours

Semantic consistency across SD, HD 
and other map content HERE’s new automated mapping system 

revolutionizes how maps are created,
updated and used.

UniMap rapidly fuses large quantities of data from 
diverse sources – including vehicle sensors, 
industrial lidar and satellites – into a fully aligned 
and unified global map, stored in a single 
environment. 



A new era of 
mapmaking

© 2023 HERE | Confidential

Predictive 
logistics

UniMap powers 
emerging use cases 

Next-
generation 
in-vehicle 

experiences

Highly 
automated 

driving

EV services Private
mapping

2023



About HERE SDK



HERE SDK 
Product summary

A set of programming interfaces that give 
access to a rich portfolio of location features 
such as mapping, routing, geocoding, search, 
traffic, transit, indoor and navigation

• Three separate standard variants (Lite, Explore, Navigate) 
targeting Android and iOS

• Builds on the core set of HERE Location Services 
and uses consistent concepts and terminology

• Released bi-weekly to all customers – product roadmap is 
providing constantly relevant value to drivers throughout 
the program timeline

• Allows for cross platform development for iOS and 
Android, from a single code base, 
with Flutter

+500
New developers monthly
(35k developers in total)

Average amount of 
monthly active users

+23M

© 2023 HERE



HERE SDK variants

23

Navigate Edition for 
accessing all the features 

that come with the Explore 
Edition + turn-by-turn 

navigation

4 . X
N A V I G A T E

4 . X
L I T E

4 . X
E X P L O R E

Lite Edition for basic 
mapping use cases on 

devices w/ limited ROM 
capabilities

Explore Edition for smooth map 
experiences and highly 

performant map rendering for 
high-end devices

© 2023 HERE | Confidential
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HERE SDK as a part of the HERE Environment

© 2023 HERE | Confidential24

HERE SDK seamlessly integrates with the HERE Ecosystem

HERE Platform

HERE Marketplace

HERE Workspace

HERE SDK
Content

Services



Product variants



Key features: 

4 . x  
L I T E  

E D I T I O N

MAPS
• Vector map tiles
• Satellite imagery
• Traffic vector tiles 
• Custom raster map tiles
• Map items (e.g. lines, markers)
• Alternative schemes – day, night
• Limited Map Customization tool

ROUTING

• Online vehicle routing
• Online pedestrian routing using 

pedestrian specific walkways
• Online truck routing
• Online Scooter routing
• Public Transit routing
• Online bicycle routing

GEOCODING 
& SEARCH

• Online place search
• Online category search
• Online place information
• Online geocoding
• Online reverse geocoding
• Multi-language support

© 2023 HERE



Key features: 

4 . x  
E X P L O R E  
E D I T I O N

MAPS
• Vector map tiles
• Satellite imagery
• Traffic vector tiles
• Map items (e.g. lines, markers)
• Alternative schemes: day, night, hybrid
• Map customization tool
• Political views
• Custom raster map tiles
• Camera and map item animation

ROUTING

• Online vehicle routing
• Online pedestrian routing using pedestrian 

specific walkways
• Online truck routing
• Online Scooter routing
• Public Transit routing
• Online bicycle routing

GEOCODING 
& SEARCH

• Online place search
• Online category search
• Online place information
• Online geocoding
• Online reverse geocoding
• Multi-language support

Cross Platform 
Development API

© 2023 HERE



MAPS

• Vector map tiles
• Satellite imagery
• Traffic vector tiles
• Map items (e.g. lines, markers)
• Alternative schemes: day, night, hybrid
• Map customization tool
• Political views
• Custom raster map tiles
• Camera and map item animation

ROUTING

• Online vehicle routing
• Online pedestrian routing using pedestrian 

specific walkways
• Online truck routing
• Online Scooter routing
• Public Transit routing
• Online bicycle routing

GEOCODING 
& SEARCH

• Online place search
• Online category search
• Online place information
• Online geocoding
• Online reverse geocoding
• Multi-language support

Cross Platform 
Development API

Key features: 

4 . x
N A V I G AT E  
E D I T I O N

NAVIGATION

• Online navigation for vehicles, 
Trucks, Scooters & pedestrians

• Lane assistance
• Signposts

• Commercial Vehicle Regulations
• Junction views

POSITIONING
(Android Only)

• Network positioning
(Cell-ID, Wi-Fi )

• HD GNSS
• Vehicle Dead Reckoning

• Speed limit warner
• Camera warner

• Truck restrictions Environment 
zone – Q3 2023

• School zone – Q3 2023 ALERTS

• Search: POIs & Geocoding
• Vector maps rendering
• Routing: Passenger cars & EV, Trucks, 2-

wheelers, Pedestrian Q4 2022
• Region based Map Loader

OFFLINE

© 2023 HERE



Product Use Cases
Transport & Logistics

HERE SDK



Why choose HERE SDK for your Fleet Solutions

©2023 HERE | Internal use only

A complete solution to your 

Back End Support

Offline/Edge/Multi - Cloud

Visualisation and Multi-modal 
Routing

Global location DNA footprint

Data ownership & sovereignty

Privacy by design

Ranked as the #1 location platform by multiple analysts given its 
data completeness and accuracy

In case of no online connection, there is 
offline capability to support you until an 
online connection is available.

Design

Neutral platform that provides its partners complete 
access and control of their data and customer 

relationships

Privacy-by-design ensures highest level of data privacy 
and security for customers and partners

Reliable foundation of shared economics for The 
Alliance, as HERE’s Platform is built to complement 
users’ value chain
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A new way forward >>

Grey Matter is a software reseller and 
cloud service provider devoted to 
developers and technology-led companies. 
We’re known for our quick, accurate and 
impartial advice.

Additional support post-webinar:

• Dedicated Mapping Support Team

• HERE to Help Fridays



Our goal is to help deliver timely and effective 

resolutions and recommendations to enable you 

with the support you need when you need it. That's 

the Grey Matter difference.

Book your HERE to Help session today! >>

HERE to HELP

Email us and we'll match your use case to the 
appropriate HERE Technical Expert for a 30-
45 min. one-to-one session.

Bring us your technical questions 
and we'll get you the answers



Our Grey Matter Mapping Team

Sam Avery
Team Leader and 

Sr. Mapping Account 
Manager

SamA@greymatter.com

Mark Finch
Mapping Team

Manager
MFinch@greymatter.com

HERE@GREYMATTER.COM 

Amélie Le Garrec
Mapping Account 

Manager
AmelieL@greymatter.com

mailto:SamA@greymatter.com
mailto:MarkF@greymatter.com
mailto:HERE@greymatter.com?subject=HERE%20Mobile%20SDK%20Webinar
mailto:AmelieL@greymatter.com


Thank You
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